
Five students are immersed in their laptops, indulging in game playing within the classroom. Your goal is to determine which

speci�c game each student is engrossed in.

Sleeve: black, green, orange, red, yellow

Name: Barbara, Elizabeth, Frances, Mary, Olivia

Laptop: Astrus, Dull, Lenew, Sumsang, Toshina

game: Chess, Jigsaw Puzzle, Logic Grid Puzzle, Sudoku, Zebra

Puzzle

Subject: art, geography, history, music, science

The student who enjoys Art is seated at the last

position.

The student using the Toshina laptop is sitting next to

Olivia.

The student with the Dull laptop is seated �rst.

The girl with the Toshina laptop is also playing Sudoku.

The student who enjoys Geography is seated in the 4th

position.

The student using the Lenew laptop is seated

somewhere to the right of the girl with the Black laptop

sleeve.

The student playing the Logic Grid Puzzle is seated

somewhere between Mary and the student playing the

Zebra Puzzle, in that order.

Frances is sitting at one of the ends.

The student who enjoys Science is seated next to Mary.

The girl with the Yellow laptop sleeve is seated

somewhere to the right of the student with the Green

laptop sleeve.

The girl playing Jigsaw Puzzle is sitting next to the one

using the Sumsang laptop.

The student with the Black laptop sleeve is located

somewhere between the girl playing Jigsaw Puzzle and

Frances, in that order.

The girl playing the Logic Grid Puzzle also has

Geography as her favorite subject.

Elizabeth is seated at one of the ends.

The girl playing Chess is seated next to the student

with the Orange laptop sleeve.

The student who loves History is somewhere between

the student with the Red laptop sleeve and the one

playing Sudoku, in that order.

The girl who enjoys Music is sitting next to the one

using the Lenew laptop.

The student using the Astrus laptop is seated at one of

the ends.
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Five students are immersed in their laptops, indulging in game playing within the classroom. Your goal is to determine which

speci�c game each student is engrossed in.

Sleeve: black, green, orange, red, yellow

Name: Barbara, Elizabeth, Frances, Mary, Olivia

Laptop: Astrus, Dull, Lenew, Sumsang, Toshina

game: Chess, Jigsaw Puzzle, Logic Grid Puzzle, Sudoku, Zebra

Puzzle

Subject: art, geography, history, music, science

The student who enjoys Art is seated at the last

position.

The student using the Toshina laptop is sitting next to

Olivia.

The student with the Dull laptop is seated �rst.

The girl with the Toshina laptop is also playing Sudoku.

The student who enjoys Geography is seated in the 4th

position.

The student using the Lenew laptop is seated

somewhere to the right of the girl with the Black laptop

sleeve.

The student playing the Logic Grid Puzzle is seated

somewhere between Mary and the student playing the

Zebra Puzzle, in that order.

Frances is sitting at one of the ends.

The student who enjoys Science is seated next to Mary.

The girl with the Yellow laptop sleeve is seated

somewhere to the right of the student with the Green

laptop sleeve.

The girl playing Jigsaw Puzzle is sitting next to the one

using the Sumsang laptop.

The student with the Black laptop sleeve is located

somewhere between the girl playing Jigsaw Puzzle and

Frances, in that order.

The girl playing the Logic Grid Puzzle also has

Geography as her favorite subject.

Elizabeth is seated at one of the ends.

The girl playing Chess is seated next to the student

with the Orange laptop sleeve.

The student who loves History is somewhere between

the student with the Red laptop sleeve and the one

playing Sudoku, in that order.

The girl who enjoys Music is sitting next to the one

using the Lenew laptop.

The student using the Astrus laptop is seated at one of

the ends.
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Student #1 Student #2 Student #3 Student #4 Student #5

Sleeve ��d black orange gr��n ye��ow

Name Elizabeth Mary Barbara Olivia Frances

Laptop Du�� Sumsang Toshina Le��w Astrus

game Jigsaw Puzz�� C��ss Sudoku Logic Grid Puzz�� Zebra Puzz��

Subject sc��nce history music geography art
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